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Semantically Guided Evolution of SHI ABoxes

Ulrich Furbach and Claudia Schon

University of Koblenz-Landau, Germany, email:{uli,schon}@uni-koblenz.de

Abstract This paper presents a method for the evolution of SHI ABoxes
which is based on a compilation technique of the knowledge base. For
this the ABox is regarded as an interpretation of the TBox which is
close to a model. It is shown, that the ABox can be used for a semantic-
ally guided transformation resulting in an equisatisfiable knowledge base.
We use the result of this transformation to efficiently delete assertions
from the ABox. Furthermore, insertion of assertions as well as repair of
inconsistent ABoxes is addressed. For the computation of the necessary
actions for deletion, insertion and repair, the E-KRHyper theorem prover
is used.

1 Introduction

Description Logic knowledge bases consist of two parts: the TBox and the ABox.
The TBox contains the terminological knowledge and describes the world using
so called concepts and roles. The ABox contains knowledge about individuals,
stating to which concepts they belong to and via which roles they are connec-
ted. There is a considerable amount of work introducing update algorithms and
mechanisms for Description Logic knowledge bases, which is of great interest
to the Semantic Web community (see [10,15] for details). It is an indisputable
fact, that in practice, knowledge bases are subject to frequent changes ([9]) and
that even the construction of a knowledge base can be seen as an iterative pro-
cess. On the other hand this abets inconsistencies in knowledge bases. Therefore
the removal of inconsistencies from knowledge bases is of great interest as well
([12]). In this paper we are interested in an evolution of the knowledge base on
the instance level. For this, we consider the TBox to be fixed and consistent. We
address three different operations on the instance level of the knowledge base:
deletion, insertion and repair. Instance-level deletion means the deletion of an
instance assertion from the deductive closure or the knowledge base by removing
as few assertions as possible. Instance-level insertion means adding an instance
assertion to the knowledge base. In both cases it is important that the result-
ing knowledge base is consistent. For the task of ABox repair we are given an
inconsistent knowledge base with consistent terminological part. The aim is to
remove assertions from the ABox such that the resulting ABox together with the
TBox is consistent. In all three tasks the changes performed should be minimal.
This corresponds to the goal of maintaining as much from the original ABox as
possible. This view of minimal change corresponds to a formula based approach
as opposed to a model based approach as investigated in [15]. In the model based
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approach the set of models of the knowledge base resulting form a change opera-
tion should be as close as possible to the set of models of the original knowledge
base.

In [14], [7] and [5] instance level deletion, insertion and repair are addressed
for DL-Lite knowledge bases. In [13] inconsistent DL-Lite ABoxes are considered.
[13] establishes inconsistency-tolerant semantics in order to be able to use those
inconsistent ABoxes for query answering. [18] studies the complexity of reasoning
under inconsistent-tolerant semantics. Algorithms for the calculation of minimal
repair of DL-Lite ABoxes suggested in [13] test the satisfiability of every single
ABox assertion and every pair of ABox assertions w.r.t. the TBox. Since for
DL-Lite the satisfiability test is tractable, this approach is reasonable. However
the ExpTime completeness of consistency testing of SHI ABoxes forbids such
an approach. Further the algorithms suggested in [13] cannot be used for SHI
ABoxes, because these algorithms exploit the following nice property of DL-Lite:
as shown in [5], in DL-Lite the unsatisfiability of an ABox w.r.t. a TBox is either
caused by a single assertion or a pair of assertions. However in SHI an arbitrary
number of assertions can cause unsatisfiability w.r.t. a TBox.

Our approach is motivated by the observation that a consistent ABox can
be seen as a (partial) model of the TBox, which can be used to guide the reas-
oning process, as proposed in [6]. In [3] this approach was used for model-based
diagnosis, where an initial interpretation, which is very close to a model, was
used to compute the deviations of a minimal model to this interpretation. In
[1] the same approach was applied to view deletion in databases. In our case it
is reasonable to assume, that the ABox is very close to a model of the TBox.
We use this assumption to semantically guide the construction of instance-based
deletion, insertion and repair of ABoxes. As in [3], we gradually revise the as-
sumption of the given ABox being a model for the TBox. This leads to a natural
construction of minimal instance deletions/insertions and repairs of ABoxes.

The advantage of this approach is that there is no need to define new al-
gorithms for updates and repair, which have to be proven correct. Instead we
will use a static compilation of the knowledge base according to the update or
repair requirement. We prove that this transformation preserves the necessary
semantics. A theorem prover can be used to compute the necessary update and
repair actions. A hypertableau-based theorem prover like E-KRHyper is very
well suited for this task, because the transformation enables it to calculate only
the deviation of the ABox. Since E-KRHyper has recently been extended to deal
with knowledge bases given in SHIQ [4], we chose to use this theorem prover.

Our approach is related to axiom pinpointing. For a given consequence, ax-
iom pinpointing is the task to find the minimal subsets of the knowledge base
under consideration, having this consequence. See [2] for details. In [11] laconic
and precise justifications are introduced. Given an ontology and an entailment,
a justification is a minimal subset of that ontology such that the entailment still
holds in the subset. Roughly spoken, laconic justifications are not allowed to con-
tain superfluous parts. In contrast to axiom pinpointing and justifications, we
calculate subsets of the ABox and not of the whole knowledge base. In [19] inco-
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herent TBoxes, i.e. TBoxes containing an unsatisfiable concept, are investigated.
[10] considers so called syntactic ABbox updates. Similar to our approach, asser-
tions are added to or removed from the ABox. In contrast to our approach, it is
neither guaranteed that the removed assertion is not contained in the deductive
closure nor that the result of adding the assertion is consistent.

In Section 2 we give both syntax and semantics of the Description Logic
SHI. In addition to that, we introduce the notion of DL-clauses as used in [16].
In Section 3 we give definitions for instance-level deletion, insertion and repair.
Section 4 introduces the so called K∗-transformation which in Section 5 is used to
calculate the instance-level deletion, insertion and repair. The K∗-transformation
is implemented and in Section 6 we present first experimental results.

2 SHI and DL-Clauses

First, we introduce the Description Logic SHI. Given a set of atomic roles NR,
the set of roles is defined as NR ∪ {R− | R ∈ NR}, where R− denotes the
inverse role corresponding to the atomic role R. Let further Inv be a function
on the set of roles that computes the inverse of a role, with Inv(R) = R− and
Inv(R−) = R. A role inclusion axiom is an expression of the form R v S,
where R and S are atomic or inverse roles. A transitivity axiom is of the form
Trans(S) for S an atomic or inverse role. An RBox R is a finite set of role
inclusion axioms and transitivity axioms. v∗ denotes the reflexive, transitive
closure of v over {R v S, Inv(R) v Inv(S) | R v S ∈ R}. A role R is transitive
in R if there exists a role S such that S v∗ R, R v∗ S, and either Trans(S) ∈ R
or Trans(Inv(S)) ∈ R. If no transitive role S with S v∗ R exists, R is called
simple.

Let NC be the set of atomic concepts. The set of concepts is then defined as
the smallest set containing >, ⊥, A, ¬C, C u D, C t D, ∃R.C and ∀R.C for
A ∈ NC , C and D concepts and R a role.

A general concept inclusion (GCI) is of the form C v D, and a TBox T is a
finite set of GCIs.

Given a set of individuals NI , an ABox A is a finite set of assertions of
the form A(a) and R(a, b), with A an atomic concept, R an atomic role and
a, b individuals from NI . Note that in our setting, the ABox is only allowed
to contain assertions about the belonging of individuals to atomic concepts and
roles.

A knowledge base K is a triple (R, T ,A) with signature Σ = (NC , NR, NI).
The tuple I = (·I , ∆I) is an interpretation for K iff ∆I is a nonempty set and
·I assigns an element aI ∈ ∆I to each individual a, a set AI ⊆ ∆I to each
atomic concept A, and a relation RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I to each atomic role R. ·I then
assigns values to more complex concepts and roles as described in Table 1. I is
a model of K (I |= K) if it satisfies all axioms and assertions in R, T and A
as shown in Table 1. A TBox T is called consistent, if there is an interpretation
satisfying all axioms in T . A concept C is called satisfiable w.r.t. R and T iff
there exists a model I of R and T with CI 6= ∅.
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Concepts and Roles

>I = ∆I (R−)I = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ RI}
⊥I = ∅ (∀R.C)I = {x | ∀y : (x, y) ∈ RI ⇒ y ∈ CI

(¬C)I = ∆I\CI (∃R.C)I = {x | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}
(C tD)I = CI ∪DI
(C uD)I = CI ∩DI

TBox & RBox axioms ABox axioms

C v D ⇒ CI ⊆ DI C(a) ⇒ aI ∈ CI
R v S ⇒ RI ⊆ SI R(a, b) ⇒ (aI , bI) ∈ RI

Trans(R) ⇒ (RI)+ ⊆ RI

Table 1. Model-theoretic semantics of SHI. R+ is the transitive closure of R.

In the sequel we adapt the notion of DL-clauses introduced in [16] to the De-
scription Logic SHI. These DL-clauses allow to use existent theorem provers
which are based on the hypertableau calculus to compute models or to de-
cide satisfiability. DL-clauses are universally quantified implications of the form∨
Vj ←

∧
Ui:

Definition 1. ([16]) An atom is of the form B(s), R(s, t), ∃R.B(s) or ∃R.¬B(s)
for B an atomic concept and s and t individuals or variables. An atom not
containing any variables is called a ground atom. A DL-clause is of the form
V1 ∨ . . . ∨ Vn ← U1 ∧ . . . ∧ Um with Vi atoms and Uj atoms of the form B(s)
or R(s, t) and m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0. If n = 0, we denote the left hand side (head)
of the DL-clause by ⊥. If m = 0, we denote the right hand side (body) of the
DL-clause by >.

Definition 2. (Semantics of DL-clauses; [16]) Let V1∨. . .∨Vn ← U1∧. . .∧Um be
a DL-clause and NV a set of variables, disjoint from NI . Let further I = (∆I , ·I)
be an interpretation and µ : NV → ∆I be a variable mapping. Let aI,µ = aI

for an individual a and xI,µ = µ(x) for a variable x. Satisfaction of an atom, a
DL-clause, and set of DL-clauses N in I and µ is defined as follows:
I, µ |= C(s) if sI,µ ∈ CI
I, µ |= R(s, t) if 〈sI,µ, tI,µ〉 ∈ RI

I, µ |=
n∨
j=1

Vj ←
m∧
i=1

Ui if I, µ |= Vj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n whenever I, µ |= Ui

for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m

I |=
n∨
j=1

Vj ←
m∧
i=1

Ui if I, µ |=
∨n
j=1 Vj ←

∧m
i=1 Ui for all mappings µ

I |= N if I |= r for each DL-clause r ∈ N

We will not give the transformation into DL-clauses. The details can be
found in [16]. The transformation avoids an exponential blowup by using the
well-known structural transformation [17] and can be computed in polynomial
time.
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By Ξ(T ) (Ξ(A)) we denote the set of DL-clauses for a TBox T (an ABox
A). For a knowledge base K = (T ,A), Ξ(K) = Ξ(T ) ∪Ξ(A). According to [16]
for every interpretation I, I |= K iff I |= Ξ(T ) and I |= A.

Since we assume the ABox assertions to be atomic, the ABox itself corres-
ponds to a set of DL-clauses.

Example 1. The TBox

T = {B v ∃R.C,∃R.C v D,D v C}

corresponds to the set of DL-clauses

Ξ(T ) = {∃R.C(x)← B(x), D(x)← R(x, y) ∧ C(y), C(x)← D(x)}.

Sometimes it is convenient to regard both the body and the head of a DL-
clause C as a set of atoms like C = H ← B. This allows us to write A ∈ B
(A ∈ H) if atom A occurs in the body (in the head) of DL-clause C. The
signature of a set of DL-clauses is the set of atomic concepts and atomic roles
occurring in the DL-clause. The size of a DL-clause C is defined as the numbers
of atoms occurring in C and is denoted size(C). The size of a set of DL-clauses
N denoted by size(N) is the sum of sizes of all DL-clauses in N . In the sequel
we need a function extracting the concept/role from an atom:

Definition 3. (Symbol Extraction Function) Let A be an atom. Then σ(A) is
defined as follows:

σ(A) =


B if A = B(s) for some atomic concept B,

R if A = R(s, t) for some atomic role R,

∃R.B if A = ∃R.B(s) for some atomic role R and

B = E or ¬E for some atomic concept E.

By σ(N) for a set of atoms N we denote the union of σ(A) for all atoms A ∈ N .
In the following it is convenient for us to regard an interpretation as the set

of ground atoms assigned to true by the interpretation. A set of ground atoms
and an interpretation can be seen as equivalent, since every set of ground atoms
uniquely determines a Herbrand interpretation. Now we can introduce the idea
of minimal models to DL-clauses.

Definition 4. (Minimal Model for a Set of DL-Clauses) Let DL be a set of DL-
clauses. An Interpretation I is called a minimal model for DL, iff I is a model
for DL and further there is no model I ′ for DL such that I ′ ⊂ I.

Next we define minimality of models w.r.t. a set of ground atoms. We will later
use this notion in order to minimize the number of ABox assertions which are
to be deleted.

Definition 5. (Γ Minimal Model) Let DL be a set of DL-clauses and Γ be a
set of ground atoms. An interpretation I is a Γ -minimal model for DL iff I is
a model for DL and further there is no model I ′ for DL with I ′ ∩ Γ ⊂ I ∩ Γ .
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3 ABox Evolution

We address three different operations on the instance level of the knowledge
base: deletion, insertion and repair. The first scenario we are considering is the
following: given a knowledge base K = (T ,A) with a consistent TBox T , we
want to remove an ABox assertion for example A(a) from the ABox. In general
it is not sufficient to only delete A(a) from the ABox, because A(a) can still
be contained in the deductive closure. So the task is to determine a minimal
set of ABox assertions, which have to be deleted from the ABox in order to
prevent that A(a) is a logical consequence of the knowledge base. This leads to
the following definition.

Definition 6. (Minimal Instance Deletion) Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base
where T is consistent. A ground atom D of the form A(a) or R(a, b) with D ∈ A
is called delete request. Further A′ ⊆ A is called minimal instance deletion of D
from A if T ∪A′ 6|= D and there is no A′′ with A′ ⊂ A′′ ⊆ A and T ∪A′′ 6|= D.

Example 2. We consider the ABox

A = {B(a), D(a), C(b), R(b, b), R(a, a)}

together with the TBox given in Example 1. The delete request D(a) has a
minimal instance deletion

A′ = {C(b), R(b, b), R(a, a)}

Next we want to repair an ABox which is not consistent w.r.t. its TBox.

Definition 7. (Minimal ABox Repair) Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base
where T is consistent. A′ ⊆ A is called minimal ABox repair of A if T ∪ A′ is
consistent and there is no A′′ with A′ ⊂ A′′ ⊆ A and T ∪ A′′ consistent.

Note that we define the notion of a minimal ABox repair in a way, that it is also
applicable to an ABox which is consistent to its TBox. In this case, the minimal
ABox repair corresponds to the original ABox.

The third instance level operation we address is insertion of an assertion into
an existing ABox. The problem that arises when considering insertion is, that
the resulting ABox might be inconsistent w.r.t. its TBox.

Example 3. Let us consider the set of DL-clauses

Ξ(T ) = {⊥ ← C(x) ∧D(x)}

together with the ABox
A = {C(a)}

Adding the assertion D(a) into A leads to

A′ = {C(a), D(a)}

which is inconsistent w.r.t. T .
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We avoid inconsistent results by the next definition.

Definition 8. (Minimal Instance Insertion) Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge
base with T consistent and D a ground atom of the form A(a) or R(a, b). An
ABox A′ is called minimal instance insertion of D into A if

– D ∈ A′,
– (A′ \D) ⊆ A,
– T ∪ A′ is consistent and there is no A′′ with D ∈ A′′ and (A′ \ D) ⊂

(A′′ \D) ⊆ A and T ∪ A′′ is consistent.

4 K∗-Transformation

We will solve the tasks defined in Section 3 by using the K∗-transformation which
will be introduced in this section. As discussed in the introduction we want to
use the ABox of the knowledge base as a partial model, which will guide our
transformation.

Considering the task of deleting a given instance, we want to determine a
minimal set of ABox assertions which have to be deleted in order to prevent
the instance from being contained in the deductive closure of the knowledge
base. The idea of the transformation we are about to use was introduced in
[3]. We replace occurrences of an atom A(a) in a clause by ¬NegA(a). This
transformation can be seen as switching the sides in the clause representation
of DL-clauses. This makes sense, when a bottom-up proof procedure like E-
KRHyper is used: a fact A(a) ← changes the side and the clause becomes ←
NegA(a). As a consequence A(a) is not derived explicitly. It is assumed to be in
the model until the opposite has to be derived.

Deducing an atom NegA(a) means that we have to revise the ABox and that
we have to remove atom A(a) from the ABox. By using this transformation
we only need to calculate the atoms we have to remove from the ABox. All
remaining atoms will be kept in the ABox. Since it is reasonable to expect the
ABox to be very large, it is advantageous to calculate only the deviation from
the original ABox.

Definition 9. The Neg and the ABox function map atoms to renamed atoms:

– For atomic concepts A and an individual or variable a:
• Neg(A(a)) = NegA(a)
• ABox (A(a)) = ABoxA(a)

– For atomic roles R and individuals or variables a, b:
• Neg(R(a, b)) = NegR(a, b)
• ABox (R(a, b)) = ABoxR(a, b)

We slightly abuse notation by using the Neg function to rename atomic concepts
and atomic roles: for B an atomic concept or an atomic role: Neg(B) = NegB .
Further for a set of atoms P , Neg(P ) is defined as: Neg(P ) = {Neg(A) | A ∈ P}.
So we can use the Neg function to rename atoms, sets of atoms and atomic
concepts and roles.
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Definition 10. 1 (Renaming) Let DL be a set of DL-clauses and S a set of
atomic concepts and atomic roles. Let C ∈ DL be C = H ← B. Then RS(C),
the renaming of C w.r.t. S is

RS(C) =

{C} (1)

∪

{(
∨

A∈H,

σ(A)/∈S

A) ∨ (
∨

B∈B,

σ(B)∈S

Neg(B))← (
∧

B∈B,

σ(B)/∈S

B) ∧ (
∧

A∈H,

σ(A)∈S

Neg(A))} (2)

∪
{⊥ ← R(x, y) ∧NegR(x, y) | ∃A ∈ (H ∪B) with σ(A) = R ∈ S or ∃A ∈ H

of the form A = ∃R.C(z) and R ∈ S} (3)

∪
{⊥ ← D(x) ∧NegD(x) | ∃A ∈ (H ∪B) with σ(A) = D ∈ S or

∃A ∈ H of the form A = ∃R.D(z) and R ∈ S} (4)

For a set of DL-clauses DL, the renaming RS(DL) w.r.t. S is defined as the
union of the renaming of all its clauses.

Note that renaming is a bijective function on a set of DL-clauses. Further re-
naming can be performed in time linear to the size of the set of DL-clauses times
the size of S.

The next proposition states the fact, that renaming preserves satisfiability.
Furthermore given a model for a set of DL-clauses DL, it is possible to calculate
a model for the renamed set of DL-clauses RS(DL) and vice versa.

Proposition 1. (Renaming Models) Let DL be a set of DL-clauses, S a set of
atomic concepts and atomic roles and I an interpretation. Then I |= DL iff IS |=
RS(DL), where IS and I have the same domain and the same interpretation
of individuals. In addition to that the interpretation of all roles and concepts

occurring in DL coincide. Further (Neg(B))I
S

= BI for all concepts names

B ∈ S and (Neg(R))I
S

= RI for all atomic roles R ∈ S.

Proof. Let I |= DL. Then I |= D for all clauses D in DL. Let us now assume

that IS 6|= RS(DL). Note that for concepts and roles in B ∈ S, BI
S

= BI

and (Neg(B))I
S

are complementary. Hence it is obvious that I |= DL implies
IS |= CS ∈ RS(DL) for clauses CS created by (3) and (4) of Def. 10. Further
clause C added to RS(DL) by (1) of Def. 10 is in DL and therefore I |= C. Since
the interpretation of all concept and role symbols in DL coincide for I and IS ,
it follows that IS |= C. Therefore we can restrict ourselves to clauses CS in

1 Due to the helpful remarks of an anonymous reviewer of the DL Workshop, this
definition was revised. These changes also affect the results presented in the experi-
ments.
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RS(DL) created by (2) of Def. 10. Since IS 6|= RS(DL), there has to be such a
clause CS with IS 6|= CS . This clause CS is the renaming of some clause C ∈ DL
w.r.t. S. This clause C has the form:

C = H1 ∨ . . . ∨Hn ∨Ah1 ∨ . . . ∨Ahk
← B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bm ∧Ab1 ∧ . . . ∧Abl

w.l.o.g.

{σ(H1), . . . , σ(Hn), σ(B1), . . . , σ(Bm)} ∩ S = ∅ (5)

{σ(Ah1), . . . , σ(Ahk
), σ(Ab1), . . . , σ(Abl)} ⊆ S (6)

Renaming clause C leads to:

CS =H1 ∨ . . . ∨Hn ∨Neg(Ab1) ∨ . . . ∨Neg(Abl)

← B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bm ∧Neg(Ah1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Ahk
)

From IS 6|= CS and the definition of the semantics of DL-clauses follows, that
there is a variable mapping µ with

IS , µ |=B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bm ∧Neg(Ah1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Ahk
)

and
IS , µ 6|= H1 ∨ . . . ∨Hn ∨Neg(Ab1) ∨ . . . ∨Neg(Abl)

It follows that

IS , µ |= Bi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
IS , µ |= Neg(Ahj ) for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
IS , µ 6|= Hi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
IS , µ 6|= Neg(Abj ) for j ∈ {1, . . . , l}

From (5), (6) and the way IS is constructed, it follows that

I, µ |= Bi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
I, µ 6|= Ahj

for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
I, µ 6|= Hi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
I, µ |= Abj for j ∈ {1, . . . , l}

Therefore
I, µ |= B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bm ∧Ab1 ∧ . . . ∧Abl

and
I, µ 6|= H1 ∨ . . . ∨Hn ∨Ah1

∨ . . . ∨Ahk

This implies I, µ 6|= C and therefore I 6|= C which is a contradiction to the
assumption that I |= DL and therefore IS |= CS follows. Since clause C was
arbitrarily chosen, this implies IS |= RS(DL).
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For the other direction we have that IS |= RS(DL) Let us now assume that
I 6|= DL. This means that there is a clause C ∈ DL such with I 6|= C. So there is
a variable mapping µ with I, µ 6|= C. However since DL ⊆ RS(DL) it follows that
C ∈ RS(DL). Since the interpretation of all concept and role symbols in I and
IS coincide, this implies IS , µ 6|= C which is a contradiction to IS |= RS(DL).

ut

Definition 11. (K*-Transformation) Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base (where
T is consistent). Let S be the set of atomic concepts and atomic roles occurring
in A. Then K∗ is the clause set obtained by renaming Ξ(T ) w.r.t. S and adding
the set of DL-clauses {ABox (A)← > | for all assertions A ∈ A}.

We have to add {ABox (A) ← > | for all assertions A ∈ A} to the result of
renaming for two reasons: first of all we have to introduce the individuals occur-
ring in the ABox to the theorem prover. Furthermore it is helpful to calculate
minimal deletions.

Example 4. We consider the set of DL-clauses given in Example 1 together with
the ABox A = {B(a), D(a), C(b), R(b, b), R(a, a)}. Then S = {B,D,C,R}. Re-
naming the DL-clauses given in Example 1 w.r.t. S leads to K∗:

∃R.C(x)← B(x).

∃R.C(x) ∨NegB(x)← >.
D(x)← R(x, y) ∧ C(y).

NegR(x, y) ∨NegC(y)← NegD(x).

C(x)← D(x).

NegD(x)← NegC(x).

⊥ ← R(x, y) ∧NegR(x, y).

⊥ ← C(x) ∧NegC (x).

⊥ ← B(x) ∧NegB(x).

⊥ ← D(x) ∧NegD(x).

ABoxB(a)← >.
ABoxD(a)← >.
ABoxC(b)← >.

ABoxR(b, b)← >.
ABoxR(a, a)← >.

Proposition 2. Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base and S be the set of atomic
concepts and atomic roles occurring in A and T . Then Ξ(T ), RS(Ξ(T )) and
K∗ are equisatisfiable.

Proof. Since Ξ(T ) ⊆ RS(Ξ(T )) ⊆ K∗ holds, unsatisfiability of Ξ(T ) implies
unsatisfiability of both RS(Ξ(T )) and K∗.
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Let MT be a model for Ξ(T ). According to Proposition 1 it is possible to
construct a model MS

T from MT with MS
T |= RS(Ξ(T )). We now construct MK∗

by enhancing MS
T such that ABox(A) is set to true for all assertions A ∈ A. Since

atoms of the form ABox(A) only occur in the clauses of the form {ABox(A)←
>}, it is obvious, that MK∗ is a model for K∗. ut

Definition 12. (Ground Set) Let S be a set of concept/role symbols and Ind
be a set of individuals. Then Ground(S, Ind), the ground set of S w.r.t. Ind is
defined as

Ground(S, Ind) ={C(a) | C concept symbol with C ∈ S and a ∈ Ind}
∪ {R(a, b) | R role symbol with R ∈ S and a, b ∈ Ind}

Lemma 1. Let T be a consistent TBox, A an ABox and S the set of all concepts
and roles occurring in A. Let DL be a set of DL-clauses corresponding to T and
I be an interpretation. Let further Ind be the set of all individuals occurring in
I. Then I |= RS(DL) implies I ′ |= RS(DL) with I ′ = I ∪{A ∈ Ground(S, Ind) |
Neg(A) /∈ I}

Proof. We proof the lemma by showing that I |= RS(DL) together with I ′ 6|=
RS(DL) leads to a contradiction. Therefore we assume I |= RS(DL) and I ′ 6|=
RS(DL). Then there is a clause C = (H ← B) ∈ RS(DL) with I |= C but
I ′ 6|= C.

This means, that there is a variable assignment µ with I, µ |= C and I ′, µ 6|=
C. For this variable assignment, one of the following two cases has to apply:

(a) I, µ |= B and I, µ |= H
From I ⊆ I ′ follows, that I ′, µ |= B and I ′, µ |= H, meaning that I ′, µ |= C.
This is a contradiction to the assumption, that I ′, µ 6|= C.

(b) I, µ 6|= B
Clause C has one of these forms:

(i) C is an original clause (C ∈ DL, (1) of Definition 10).
(ii) C was created by (2) of Definition 10.
(iii) C was created by (3) or (4) of Definition 10.

We will show I ′, µ |= C for each of these three subcases, leading to a con-
tradiction to the assumption of I ′, µ 6|= C.

(i) C is an original clause (C ∈ DL, (1) of Definition 10):
C has the form

C = H1∨ . . .∨Hk∨Hk+1∨ . . .∨Hm ← B1∧ . . .∧Bl∧Bl+1∧ . . .∧Bn (7)

with

{σ(H1), . . . , σ(Hk), σ(B1), . . . , σ(Bl)} ⊆ S
{σ(Hk+1), . . . , σ(Hm), σ(Bl+1), . . . , σ(Bn)} ∩ S = ∅
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According to (2) of Definition 10, the following clause C ′ is added by
renaming C w.r.t. S:

C ′ =Neg(B1) ∨ . . . ∨Neg(Bl) ∨Hk+1 ∨ . . . ∨Hm

← Neg(H1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Hk) ∧Bl+1 ∧ . . . ∧Bn (8)

Since {σ(Bl+1), . . . , σ(Bn)} ∩ S = ∅, it follows that appying µ to the
atoms in {Bl+1, . . . , Bn} does not lead to ground atoms contained in
Ground(S, Ind). However the only difference between I ′ and I is in
the interpretation of some ground atoms occurring in Ground(S, Ind).
Therefore I and I ′ interpret the result of applying µ to the atoms in
{Bl+1, . . . , Bn} in the same way.
We assume I ′, µ 6|= C. It follows, that I ′, µ |= B and I ′, µ 6|= H. This
means:

I ′, µ |= B1, . . . , I ′, µ |= Bn (9)

As mentioned above, I and I ′ interpret the result of applying µ to the
atoms in {Bl+1, . . . , Bn} in the same way. This leads to

I, µ |= Bl+1, . . . , I, µ |= Bn (10)

According to (9), we have that I ′, µ |= Bj for j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. From
the way I ′ is constructed from I follows, that for each j there are two
possible cases:
1. I, µ |= Bj
2. I, µ 6|= Bj and I, µ 6|= Neg(Bj).

In both cases we have I, µ 6|= Neg(Bj), meaning that

I, µ 6|= Neg(Bj) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , l} (11)

As mentioned above, from I ′, µ 6|= C follows, both I ′, µ |= B and I ′, µ 6|=
H. This means

I ′, µ 6|= H1, . . . , I ′, µ 6|= Hm (12)

{σ(Hk+1), . . . , σ(Hm)} ∩ S = ∅ implies, that appying µ to the atoms
in {σ(Hk+1), . . . , σ(Hm)} does not lead to ground atoms contained in
Ground(S, Ind). However the only difference between I ′ and I is in the
interpretation of ground atoms occurring in Ground(S, Ind). Therefore
the interpretation of the ground atoms resulting from the application of µ
to the atoms in {σ(Hk+1), . . . , σ(Hm)} coincides for I and I ′. Therefore

I, µ 6|= Hk+1, . . . , I, µ 6|= Hm (13)

(11) together with (12) lead to

I, µ 6|= Neg(B1) ∨ . . . ∨Neg(Bl) ∨Hk+1 ∨ . . . ∨Hm (14)

Meaning, that I, µ is not a model for the head of clause C ′ from (8).
In (10) we have already shown, that I, µ |= Bl+1, . . . , I ′, µ |= Bn
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From the way I ′ is constructed from I and further {σ(H1), . . . , σ(Hk)} ⊆
S together with (12) follows, that

I, µ |= Neg(H1), . . . , I, µ |= Neg(Hk) (15)

(10) together with (15) leads to

I, µ |= Neg(H1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Hk) ∧Bl+1 ∧ . . . ∧Bn (16)

Meaning, that I, µ is a model for the body of clause C ′ from (8).
Combining (14) and (16) implies:

I, µ 6|= C ′

Since C ′ ∈ RS(DL), this is a contradiction to the model property of I.
(ii) C was created by (2) of Definition 10.

C = Neg(B1) ∨ . . . ∨Neg(Bl) ∨Hk+1 ∨ . . . ∨Hm ←
Neg(H1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Hk) ∧Bl+1 ∧ . . . ∧Bn

with

{σ(H1), . . . , σ(Hk), σ(B1), . . . , σ(Bl)} ⊆ S
{σ(Hk+1), . . . , σ(Hm), σ(Bl+1), . . . , σ(Bn)} ∩ S = ∅

further we have I, µ |= C and according to assumption (b)

I, µ 6|= Neg(H1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Hk) ∧Bl+1 ∧ . . . ∧Bn

The interpretation of all Neg-atoms coincides for I and I ′. Further-
more {σ(Bl+1), . . . , σ(Bn)} ∩ S = ∅ implies, that the I and I ′ interpret
Bl+1, . . . , Bn in the same way. Therefore we have, that

I ′, µ 6|= Neg(H1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Hk) ∧Bl+1 ∧ . . . ∧Bn

This implies I ′, µ |= C which is a contradiction to the assumption, that
I ′, µ 6|= C.

(iii) C has the form ⊥ ← Neg(A) ∧ A, with I, µ |= C. We assume that
I ′, µ 6|= C. Therefore I ′, µ |= Neg(A) and I ′, µ |= A. According to the
construction of I ′, we have that I and I ′ interpret all Neg-atoms in the
same way. Leading to

I, µ |= Neg(A) (17)

From I, µ |= C follows together with (17), I, µ 6|= A. However according
to the way I ′ is constructed from I, this means I ′, µ 6|= A. Which is a
contradiction to above assumed I ′, µ |= A.

ut
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In the worst case the K∗-transformation quadruples the size of a set of DL-
clauses: S is the set of all concepts and roles occurring in the clause set. The
ABox contains b assertions and the TBox consists of a single clause:

C = H1 ∨ . . . ∨Hi ← B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bj

with n = i + j. W.l.o.g. the symbols of all atoms occurring in C are concepts.
This set of DL-clauses has the size n+ b. Renaming results in:

{H1 ∨ . . . ∨Hi ← B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bj ,
Neg(B1) ∨ . . . ∨Neg(Bj)← Neg(H1) ∧ . . . ∧Neg(Hi),

⊥ ← σ(H1)(x) ∧Neg(σ(H1))(x),

...

⊥ ← σ(Hi)(x) ∧Neg(σ(Hi))(x),

⊥ ← σ(B1)(x) ∧Neg(σ(B1))(x),

...

⊥ ← σ(Bj)(x) ∧Neg(σ(Bj))(x),

∪{ABox (A)← > | for all assertions A ∈ A}

The first clause is the original clause from the TBox. Its size is n. The second
clause is created by renaming and has size n. Then n clauses of size 2 follow. At
the end of the clause set are b clauses of the form ABox (A) each of size 1. All in
all the resulting set of clauses has the size n+ n+ 2 ∗ n+ b ≤ 4 ∗ (n+ b), which
is four times higher than the size of the original set of DL-clauses.

5 Using the K∗-transformation for ABox Evolution

Firstly we address deletion: Recall that according to the definition of the Neg
function, Neg(A) is defined as {Neg(A) | A ∈ A}. Next we show how to use
Neg(A)-minimal models to calculate minimal instance deletions. For a given
model M we construct Del(M) = {A ∈ A | Neg(A) ∈ M}. Intuitively Del(M)
constitutes the set of ABox assertions supposed to be deleted from the ABox to
obtain a minimal instance deletion.

Theorem 1. Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base where T is consistent, S the
set of atomic concepts and atomic roles occurring in A, and D a delete request.
Let MS be a Neg(A)-minimal model for K∗∪{Neg(D)← >}. Then A\Del(MS)
is a minimal instance deletion of D from A.

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing the following two assertions:

1.) Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del(MS)) 6|= D
2.) There is no Del′ ⊂ Del(MS) with Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del′) 6|= D.
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From these assertions, Theorem 1 follows immediately.

As a start, we introduce some terms: For a set of atoms P the set ¬P is
defined as ¬P = {¬A | A ∈ P}. Further for an interpretation I and a set of
atomic concepts and atomic roles Γ , I|Γ denotes the restriction of I on ground
Γ -atoms.

Now we prove 1.):

We have that MS is a Neg(A)-minimal model for K∗ ∪ {Neg(D) ←}. So
MS |= K∗ ∪ {Neg(D)}. First we construct a model MS′ from MS according to
Lemma 1. This model is constructed such that MS ⊆MS′ and further all atoms
C(a) (orR(a, b)) with C ∈ S (R ∈ S) and Neg(C(a)) /∈MS (Neg(R(a, b)) /∈MS)
are added to MS′ . Note that this construction ensures, that there is no atom
C(a) (R(a, b)) with C ∈ S (R ∈ S) where neither C(a) (R(a, b) nor Neg(C(a))
(Neg(R(a, b))) is in MS′ . It is easy to see, that the model MS′ constructed
according to Lemma 1 is not only a model for RS(Ξ(T )) but also for K∗ ∪
{Neg(D)←}. Next we construct a model M from MS′ according to Proposition
1 and show that M |= Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \ Del(MS)) ∪ {← D} which implies 1.).
Since we have that Ξ(T ) ⊆ RS(Ξ(T )) ⊆ K∗, from MS′ |= K∗ follows MS′ |=
Ξ(T ). According to Proposition 1, the interpretation of all concepts and roles
occurring in Ξ(T ) coincides for MS′ and M . This implies M |= Ξ(T ). Further
MS′ |= {Neg(D)← >} according to Proposition 1 implies M 6|= D and therefore
M |= {← D}. It remains to show, that M |= A \Del(MS).

A \Del(MS) = {A ∈ A | A /∈ Del(MS)} (18)

= {A ∈ A | A /∈ {A ∈ A | Neg(A) ∈MS}} (19)

= {A ∈ A | A /∈ {A ∈ A | A /∈MS′}} (20)

= {A ∈ A | A /∈ {A ∈ A | A /∈M}} (21)

= {A ∈ A | A /∈ {A ∈ A |M 6|= A}} (22)

= {A ∈ A | A ∈ {A ∈ A |M |= A}} (23)

= {A ∈ A |M |= A} (24)

Therefore M |= A\Del(MS) leading to M |= Ξ(T )∪ (A\Del(MS))∪ {← D}.
Note that step (20) in the above equation is only valid because we used Lemma
1 in order to ensure that there is no ground atom A (constructed with concepts
or roles from S) for which neither A nor Neg(A) is in MS′ .

Next we prove 2.): There is no Del′ ⊂ Del(MS) with Ξ(T )∪(A\Del′) 6|= D.

We have that M is a Neg(A)-minimal model for K∗ ∪ {Neg(D) ←}. We
assume that Del′ ⊂ Del(MS). This means that (A \ Del(MS)) ⊂ (A \ Del′).
So there is A ∈ A with Neg(A) ∈ Del(MS) but Neg(A) /∈ Del′. Therefore
A /∈ (A \Del(MS)) and A ∈ (A \Del′). We show that

Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del(MS)) ∪ {A←} |= D (25)

which implies Ξ(T )∪(A\Del′) |= D, since (A\Del(MS))∪{A←} ⊆ (A\Del′).
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We show (25) by contradiction: let us assume

Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del(MS)) ∪ {A←} 6|= D

Then there is M ′ with

M ′ |= Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del(MS)) ∪ {A←}

and M ′ 6|= D and therefore M ′ |= {← D}. This means

M ′ |= Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del(MS)) ∪ {A←} ∪ {← D} (26)

M ′ |= Ξ(T ). According to Proposition 1 it is possible to construct M ′S with
M ′S |= RS(Ξ(T )). From the way M ′S is constructed and M ′ |= {← D} follows
M ′S |= {Neg(D) ← >}. It is easy to see, that M ′S can be extended such that
M ′S |= K∗. So M ′S |= K∗ ∪ {Neg(D) ← >}. Further from the way M ′S is
constructed and M ′ |= {A←} follows M ′S |= {A←} and M ′S 6|= {Neg(A)←}.

M ′ |= (A\Del(MS) together with Proposition 1 imply M ′S |= (A\Del(MS))
and therefore

M ′S 6|= Neg(A \Del(MS))

This means, there is no A ∈ A with A ∈ Del(M ′S) and A /∈ Del(MS).
Further M ′ |= {A ←} implies M ′S |= {A ←} and M ′S 6|= {Neg(A) ←} and
therefore A /∈ Del(M ′S) but A ∈ Del(MS). So Del(M ′S) ⊂ Del(MS) which
is a contradiction to the Neg(A) minimality of MS and therefore M ′ cannot
exist. So Ξ(T )∪ (A\Del(MS))∪{A←}∪{← D} is unsatisfiable which implies
Ξ(T ) ∪ (A \Del(MS)) ∪ {A←} |= D. ut

Example 5. Now we delete D(a) from the DL-clauses of our running example.
For this, we add the clause {NegD(a)←>} to the result of the K∗ transformation
given in Example 4. For lack of space we only give the relevant part of a Neg(A)
minimal model for this set of clauses:

M = {ABoxB(a),ABoxD(a),ABoxC(b),ABoxR(b, b),ABoxR(a, a),

NegD(a),NegB(a), . . .}

This model gives us the minimal deletion:

A′ = {C(b), R(b, b), R(a, a)}

Note that Theorem 1 can further be used for minimal deletion of a delete
request D which belongs to the deductive closure of the knowledge base but is
not contained in the ABox A. (Meaning D /∈ A but T ∪ A |= D). In this case
we only have to make sure, that σ(D) ∈ S. If σ(D) does not occur in A we have
to add D manually to S in order to render the instance deletion possible.

The K∗-transformation introduced in Definition 11 can be used to repair an
ABox, which is inconsistent w.r.t. its TBox. The basic idea is to replace each
occurrence of ⊥ in T by a new atom false and further add false to S. After
that, we use the K∗-transformation and construct the minimal instance deletion
of false from the ABox. The resulting ABox is a minimal ABox repair.
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Lemma 2. Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base with consistent T , Tfalse the
TBox obtained from T by replacing every occurrence of ⊥ by false, Afalse be
A∪ {false} and Kfalse = (Tfalse ,Afalse). Let S be the set of atomic concepts and
roles occurring in A and T plus false. Then there is a Neg(A)-minimal model
for K∗false ∪ {Negfalse ← >}.

Proof. We show the satisfiability of

K∗false ∪ {Negfalse ← >}

Since T is consistent, false does not follow fromΞ(Tfalse). ThereforeΞ(Tfalse)∪
{← false} is satisfiable. From Proposition 2 follows, that K ′∗ is satisfiable, with

K ′ = (Tfalse ∪ {← false},Afalse) (27)

Transforming K′ according to Definition 11 leads to:

K′∗ = K∗false ∪ {← false,Negfalse ← >,⊥ ← false ∧Negfalse}

It is easy to see, that

K∗false ∪ {Negfalse ← >} ⊂ K′∗

Therefore K∗false ∪ {Negfalse ← >} has to be satisfiable as well. This implies,
that there has to be a Neg(A)-minimal model for K∗false ∪ {Negfalse ← >} ut

Corollary 1. Let K = (T ,A), Tfalse and S be defined as in Lemma 2. Then
A \Del(M) is a minimal ABox repair for A for all Neg(A)-minimal models M
for K∗false ∪ {Negfalse ← >}.

Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 with D = false. Lemma 2
together with Corollary 1 implies, that such a minimal ABox repair can always
be constructed.

Next we consider a special case of deletion. For a given knowledge base K =
(T ,A), Theorem 1 can only be used to construct a minimal instance deletion of
D from A if K∗∪{Neg(D)← >} is satisfiable. However if K∗∪{Neg(D)← >} is
not satisfiable, there is no Neg(A)-minimal model for K∗ ∪ {Neg(D)← >} and
therefore we cannot use Theorem 1 for the construction of a minimal instance
deletion.

Example 6. Let T be a TBox containing the assertion

> v C

stating that everything belongs to the concept C. This corresponds to the DL-
clause:

C(x)← >

Let us further consider the ABox:

A = {C(a), B(a), C(b), B(b)}
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The K∗-transformation leads to:

K∗ = {C(x)← >,
⊥ ← NegC (x),

⊥ ← C(x) ∧NegC (x),

ABoxC (a),

ABoxB(a),

ABoxC (b),

ABoxB(b)}

If we now want to delete C(a) from A, we have to construct Neg(A)-minimal
models for K∗∪{NegC (a)← >}. However K∗∪{NegC (a)← >} is unsatisfiable.
So we are not able to construct a minimal instance deletion of C(a) from A
using Theorem 1. Taking a closer look at the TBox reveals the problem: the
TBox claims, that everything has to belong to the concept C. So the only way
to remove C(a) from A is to remove individual a entirely from the ABox.

The next Theorem uses this idea and states how to construct minimal ABox
deletions in the case that K∗ ∪ {Neg(D)← >} is unsatisfiable. Please note that
the requirement of T ∪A being consistent in the next theorem is not a limitation
since we are always able to repair an ABox which is inconsistent with respect to
its TBox using Corollary 1.

Theorem 2. Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base with T ∪ A consistent. Let
further S be the set of atomic concepts and roles occurring in A and let D
be a delete request with Ind(D) the set of individuals occurring in D. If K∗ ∪
{Neg(D) ← >} is unsatisfiable, then A′ ⊆ A is a minimal instance deletion
of D from A, where A′ is obtained from A by removing all ABox assertions
containing an individual from Ind(D).

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing:

1.) Ξ(T ) ∪ A′ 6|= D
2.) there is no A′′ with A′ ⊂ A′′ ⊆ A and Ξ(T ) ∪ A′′ 6|= D.

From this the Theorem immediately follows.

Now we prove 1.):
Since no assertion in A′ contains any individual from Ind(D), Ξ(T )∪A′ has to
be unsatisfiable for Ξ(T )∪A′ |= D to be true. However we claimed Ξ(T )∪A to
be consistent and since A′ ⊆ A, it follows that Ξ(T ) ∪ A′ is consistent as well.
Therefore 1.) is true.

Next we prove 2.):
Let us assume, that there is A′′ with A′ ⊂ A′′ ⊆ A and Ξ(T ) ∪ A′′ 6|= D. Since
A′ is obtained from A by removing all ABox assertions containing an individual
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from Ind(D), A′′ has to contain at least one assertion A from A which contains
an individual from Ind(D). We show that

Ξ(T ) ∪ A′ ∪ {A←} |= D (28)

From this, together with A ∈ A′′ and A′ ⊆ A′′, it follows immediately that
T ∪ A′′ |= D. And this implies 2.).

We show (28) by contradiction: Let us assume Ξ(T )∪A′∪{A←} 6|= D. This
means, that there is a model M with

M |= Ξ(T ) ∪ A′ ∪ {A←} ∪ {← D}

Transforming K′ = (T ,A′ ∪ {A ←}) according to Definition 11 with S the set
of concept/role symbols occurring in A leads to K′∗. A′ ∪ {A ←} ⊆ A implies
K′∗ ⊆ K∗. Further K∗ \ K′∗ only contains atoms of the form {ABox (A′) ← >}
for A′ ∈ A. According to the model construction used in the proof of Proposition
2, we can construct MS from M with MS |= K′∗. It is easy to see, that we can
extend MS to a model M ′ such that it is a model for the atoms in K∗ \ K′∗.
This leads to M ′ |= K∗. Since M |= {⊥ ← D}, according to Proposition 1,
MS |= Neg(D) and M ′ |= Neg(D). Hence

M ′ |= K∗ ∪ {Neg(D)← >}

This is a contradiction to the unsatisfiability of K∗ ∪ {Neg(D)← >} leading to
(28). ut

With the help of Theorem 1 and 2 we are now able to construct minimal
instance-level deletions independent from the satisfiability of K∗ ∪ {Neg(D) ←
>}.

Next we address the insertion of an assertion into an existing ABox. This can
be obtained, by first adding the assertion to the ABox and afterwards construct-
ing all possible minimal repairs for the resulting ABox. If the added assertion
is not contained in any of these minimal ABox repairs, then it is not possible
to insert the assertion into the ABox without rendering the ABox inconsistent
w.r.t. its TBox. If there is a minimal repair containing the added assertion, then
the insertion is possible and the respective minimal ABox repair gives us the
result of the insertion.

Example 7. In the Example 3, we can repair A′. There are two minimal ABox
repairs for A′: A′′ = {C(a)} and A′′′ = {D(a)}. The first minimal repair cor-
responds to deleting the previously inserted D(a) and therefore is not desirable.
The second minimal repair however allows us to keep the inserted assertion.

6 Experimental Results

We developed a prototypical implementation for deletion of ABox assertions us-
ing the K∗-transformation. We use the E-KRHyper theorem prover to construct
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the Neg(A)-minimal models which lead us to the minimal deletions. Another the-
orem prover able to handle DL-clauses is HermiT [16]. However HermiT is not
able to calculate Neg(A)-minimal models. This is why we chose the E-KRHyper
theorem prover for our implementation. All tests were carried out on a computer
featuring an AMD Phenom X6 1090T @ 3.2GHz and 8GB RAM. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no system performing deletion of ABox assertions as
described in this paper. This is why we cannot compare our system to another
system.

In Section 4 we briefly discussed the complexity of the K∗-transformation.
There is a linear blow up of the knowledge base and there is also polynomial
time complexity for performing the transformation. The real costs for performing
the deletion, insertion and repair are caused by the theorem prover which has
to compute the Neg(A)-minimal models. For an overview about this issue we
refer to [8]. We use E-KRHyper for the construction of Neg(A)-minimal models.
For this we extended E-KRHyper by a feature to construct Γ -minimal models
in a bottom-up way. This extension renders it possible to give E-KRHyper a
set of DL-clauses together with a set of predicate symbols P and an integer i.
Then E-KRHyper only constructs models containing at most i instances of P
predicates. During reasoning, E-KRHyper discards all models with more than i
instances of P predicates. If E-KRHyper is not able to find a model with i or less
instances of P predicates, it terminates by stating that the maximal number of
instances is reached. We use this feature to construct Neg(A)-minimal models:
for S the set of concepts and roles occurring in the knowledge base, we first
call E-KRHyper with K∗, the set Neg(S) and i = 1. We successively increase i
until E-KRHyper either gives us a model or a proof for the unsatisfiability of
the set of DL-clauses. This ensures that the first model given by E-KRHyper is
a Neg(A)-minimal model.

We use the ALHI ontology VICODI 2 for testing our approach. The smallest
version of this ontology consists of 223 axioms in the TBox and RBox and 53653
ABox assertions. The larger versions of this ontology are generated by duplicat-
ing the assertions of the original ABox several times and changing the names of
the individuals in the assertions. Unfortunately the repetitive structure of the
larger versions of the ontology, resulting from this construction, is not suitable to
test the efficiency of our approach. This is why we focus on the smallest version of
the VICODI ontology. We construct different versions with increasing numbers
of ABox assertions. The TBox and RBox remain unchanged. For each version
of the so created ontologies we used 1000 different ABox assertions as a delete
request D, calculated the K∗-transformation and used E-KRHyper to calculate
the minimal ABox deletion. In Figure 1 we show the results for the different
ABox sizes we considered. For most of the delete request considered, it was suffi-
cient to only remove the delete request itself from the ABox. We call those cases
atomic deletions. If more than one ABox assertion has to be deleted, we speak of
non-atomic deletions. Figure 1 gives information on the average time used for a
delete request leading to an atomic deletion as well as leading to a non-atomic de-

2 http://www.vicodi.org
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Figure 1. Time used for atomic and non-atomic deletions.

letion. Another way to determine atomic deletions is to use E-KRHyper without
the K∗-transformation. If we want to test, if D can be removed from the ABox
by deleting only D from the ontology KB, we can test KB \ {D} ∪ {¬D} for
satisfiability using E-KRHyper. Satisfiability of KB \ {D} ∪ {¬D} implies, that
KB \ {D} 6|= D. Meaning that D can be deleted atomically. Note that this test
can only be used for atomic deletions and is completely useless for the calculation
of non-atomic deletions. You can find the time used for those atomic deletions
computed by E-KRHyper without the K∗-Transformation in Figure 1. Compar-
ing the lines for E-KRHyper and atomic deletions using the K∗-transformation
shows, that the K∗-Transformation is faster in calculating atomic deletions. In
addition to that the K∗-Transformation is able to calculate non-atomic deletions
as well and is therefore better suited for deletion than E-KRHyper. Figure 1 re-
veals another nice property of the K∗-transformation: increasing the size of the
ABox only leads to a harmless increase of the time necessary to calculate the
minimal deletion. We owe this property to the fact, that we only calculate the
deviation from the original ABox. For the calculation of non-atomic deletions
more than one run of E-KRHyper is necessary. This explains why non-atomic
deletions take longer than atomic deletions. However the time necessary to calcu-
late a non-atomic deletion only increases moderately when the size of the ABox
under consideration is increased.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we give a semantically guided compilation technique, the so called
K∗-transformation, for SHI knowledge bases. The transformed knowledge base
is equisatisfiable to the original one. A theorem prover can be used for the com-
putation of the necessary actions for deletion, insertion and repair from the result
of the K∗-transformation. Especially theorem provers based on a hypertableau
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calculus are suited for these computations. The approach is implemented and
we introduced first experimental results using the theorem prover E-KRHyper.

In future work, we want to extend our implementation to enable it to do
ABox repair and insertion of assertions as well.

Since E-KRHyper is able to handle the DL SHIQ, we plan to extend our
approach to qualified number restrictions.
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